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2. Preliminaries



It is important to achieve energy efficient data mining in Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) while preserving privacy of data. In this paper, we present a privacy preserving data mining based on Support Vector Machines (SVM). We review the previous approach in privacy preserving data mining in distributed system. And we also review energy efficient data mining in WSN. We then propose an energy efficient privacy preserving data mining in WSN. We use SVM because it has been shown best classification accuracy and sparse data presentation using support vectors. We show security analysis and energy estimation of our proposed approach.



As mentioned in introduction, our approach has a few main features. We first give a picture of a) privacy preserving solution for SVM on horizontally partitioned data [4] regardless of application area and b) distributed incremental learning for the training of SVM [3, 7]. Then the method for energy efficient privacy-preserving SVM for WSN will be discussed. Notice that totally different strategy should be applied for vertically partitioned data [16] which is out of scope.



2.1. Privacy Preserving SVM Computing the ‘set intersection cardinality’ using commutative one-way hash functions has been proven to be secure [5]. For example, suppose vector x1 = (1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1) and x2 = (0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0) in a 10-dimensional space. Then, they will be represented as ordered sets x1' = {1, 3, 4, 8, 10} and x2́ = {4, 8, 9} respectively. Now the dot product of two vectors becomes equivalent to the size of the set intersection between the two sets – this is called secure set intersection cardinality. That is, x1 · x2 = |x1′∩x2′| = 2. This securely computation of the dot product over every data pair can be used to securely compute the local gram matrix G of a certain cluster where Gij = xi · xj. Then the securely computed gram matrix G can be utilized to securely compute the kernel matrix K where Kij = K (xi, xj) (Polynomial kernel = (xi · xj +1)p, RBF kernel = exp (-(( || xi-xj ||)2)/g) = exp ( - (xi .xi - 2xi.xj + xj.xj)/g)). We then can make use of securely computed kernel matrix K to build the local SVM model of a cluster over the distributed data without disclosing the data of each sensor node to the others by the following steps. Step 1: Compute m x m matrix Q = K (xi, xj) di dj where di = dii; element of diagonal matrix. Step 2: Compute α from the following :



1. Introduction The one of most useful applications in Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) is classification [1]. The objective of classification is to analyze large quantities of data to find interesting patterns and/or summarize the data in novel ways. Privacy and security concern restricts access or sharing to data, and it is hard to achieve the security and privacy of WSN due to resource constraints [2]. Classification applications of WSN in the fields such as earth science, astronomy, and bioinformatics require energy economic and privacy of data. Central accumulation of summaries or obfuscated models might be considered reasonable as long as the original data is not revealed. In this paper, we present a privacy preserving data mining in WSN. In particular, we use Support Vector Machines (SVM), since SVM has two appealing features; the kernel trick and the sparseness representation of the decision boundary. We review the previous works in privacy preserving data mining in distributed system. We also review an energy efficient data mining in WSN. And then we present a privacy preserving SVM in WSN.



1 min α ′Qα − e′α such that 0≤αi≤v and α 2
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possible to compute the number of equivalent elements without decrypting the sets.



= 0 , for i = 0, …, m



i



Where α is the coefficient, v is soft margin parameter, e is column vector of arbitrary dimension, m is number of samples. Step 3: Compute w from equation 1 for linear SVM (1) w= ∑αi dixi Step 4: Find γ from equation 2 where γ is bias parameter, y is slack variable D (Aw-e γ) + y >=e (2) Now we have the SVM model = < support vectors, α, γ > Step 5: Resulting classification function of equation 3 becomes as equation 4 for linear SVM and equation 5 for nonlinear SVM. f(x) = w΄x – γ (3) (4) f(x) =∑αi dixi . x – γ (5) f(x) =∑ αi di K (xi. x) – γ Computing the set intersection cardinality securely over two sensor nodes and multiple sensor nodes are presented in section 2.1.1 and 2.1.2 respectively.



2.1.2 Securely Computing the Size of Set Intersection over Multiple Nodes. For convenience of notationSpecify Ei,j(S) for Ei (Ej(S)); Ei~j(S) will denote either Ei (Ei+1(...(Ej-1(Ej(S))))) if i < j, or Ei (Ei-1(...(Ej+1(Ej(S))))) if i > j; Mark * if S is “fully encrypted”, i.e., encrypted by every key from P2 to Pk regardless of the encryption sequences. It takes two rounds to securely compute the size of set intersection in case of multiple sensor nodes with a cluster head as follows. Round 1: The first round begins by the clusterhead P1 sending an empty set to its neighbor sensor node P2. Whenever a sensor node Pi receives a set SS from Pi-1, it adds its own dataset Si to SS and encrypts SS with its own key Ei, and send the revised SS' = Ei ({SS, Si}) to Pi+1 (or to P1 if i = k.) At the end of the first round, P1 will receive from Pk a set SS = {E*k~2(S2),Ek~3(S3), ..., Ek (Sk)} such that Si encrypted by Ek to Ei. Note that only the first element in SS is fully encrypted. Round 2: The initiator removes the 1st element E*k~2 (S2) from the SS and sends the rest to P2. Once a sensor node Pi receives the SS from Pi-1, it encrypts SS with Ei, and sends the first element E* i~2, k~i+1 (Si+1) to P1 and the rest to Pi+1. Note that the first element is now fully encrypted. P1 will receive the fully encrypted Si+1 from Pi where (2 ≤ i ≤ k - 1). At the end of the 2nd round, P1 will obtain every dataset fully encrypted.



2.1.1 Securely Computing the Size of Set Intersection over two Nodes. The key idea is: Sensor node P1 and P2 encrypt their sets with their own private keys E1 and E2 respectively using the commutative one-way hash function, exchange them, and encrypt them again with the other party’s key as shown in figure 1. 1. E1(S1)



P1



2. E2(S2), E2(E1(S1))



2.2 Distributed Incremental SVM Training



P2



Existing algorithm like [6, 15] can divide the training samples in batches (clusters of sample vectors) of fixed size. These types of techniques are suitable for training incrementally a SVM using only partial information at each incremental step. The idea was proposed by K. Flouri et al. [3, 7]. Here sensors are organized into local spatial clusters. Each cluster has a cluster head, a sensor which receives data from all other sensors in the cluster, performs data fusion, and transmits the results to the base station or other clusterhead. This greatly reduces the amount of data travel around the WSN and thus achieves improved energy efficiency.



3. E1(E2(S2))



Figure 1. A protocol to securely exchange the sets between P1 and P2 encrypted by the keys of both sensor nodes. Both sensor nodes P1 and P2 will obtain E2 (E1 (S1)) and E1 (E2 (S2)). Due to the commutative property of the one-way hash function, E2 (E1 (x1)) = E1 (E2(x2)) only when x1 = x2, where x1 and x2 are elements in dataset S1 and S2 of P1 and P2 respectively. Thus, it is
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The fact with SVM is that the number of support vectors is very small compared to the number of all sample values. Besides, the support vectors (and offset) reveal compressed representation of separating SVM hyperplane. That’s why sending only the support vectors instead of all training samples to the next



certificates containing only a unique device ID, a public key and a signature can be used. We assume that data is horizontally partitioned [4, 11] (each party collects the same features of information for different data objects) and data is represented by binary feature vectors. We also assume that each party does not SVMK
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Figure 2. Scheme of distributed training of a SVM clusterhead obviously be very energy efficient due to communication reduction. As shown in [3, 7], a good approximation of the optimal separating plane is obtained after only a complete pass through all the clusters, that is, the separating hyper plane is very similar to the one obtained using a centralized power consuming algorithm, where all the sample data must be transmitted to a central location for processing. After constructing the SVMi model using the technique depicted in section 2.1 in i-th clusterhead, the support vectors (SVi) can be easily distinguished by checking the nonzero coefficient (α) values. These SVi will be transmitted to (i+1)-th clusterhead which will contribute to build the SVMi+1 together with all the sample values provided by the sensor nodes belonging to cluster i+1. If there is K number of clusters then the above process will continue for 1, 2, …, K. The final estimation of the separating hyperplane in the base station is obtained incrementally through this sequence of estimation steps that take place at each data cluster as shown in figure 2.



collude and does follow the proposed protocol correctly. Each cluster should have a clusterhead which will be responsible for data fusion within that cluster, encrypting the support vectors to send to next clusterhead & receive from others. The dynamic clusterhead management to confirm single node running out of energy by acting as clusterhead for the whole lifetime can be found elsewhere [12, 13] which is out of the scope of this work.



3. Proposed Approach



3.3. Computing Set Intersection Cardinality



3.1. Assumptions



There should be a predefined order of clusters. According to that order the first cluster goes first for all the process like secure set intersection cardinality calculation, building gram matrix and gram matrix and constructing local SVM model. The first operation to be started in the proposed scheme is the secure set intersection cardinality calculation in the first cluster. For this purpose an initiator start the process by sending an empty set to



3.2. Overall Flow of Privacy Preserving Data Mining in WSN One of the main key operations in the proposed approach is the set intersection cardinality. This is the basic action which establishes the privacy preserving of data. It is described in sub section 3.3. Building the local concealed SVM model in particular way is the next focus, illustrated in sub section 3.4. Finally we move to explain the global SVM model forming by the incremental ordered learning throughout the system in sub section 3.5.



For simplicity we consider that each cluster has the same number of sensor nodes defined by (2k+1)(2k+1), where k is a simple constant with typical value 2. We assume the WSN administered by a single organization such that many of the parameters can be fixed instead of negotiated (e.g. cipher suite and protocol version) and that abbreviated X.509
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one neighboring node. The clusterhead can easily be the initiator for the process. But the problem is it has to be active mostly. To solve this trouble the initiator can be chosen from nodes other than clusterhead periodically. It takes 2 round to complete the set inter section cardinality computation in a cluster. The noticeable thing is the 2 rounds show the process only for one horizontally partitioned set of sample values of different nodes (S1, S2, S3, …). For multiple set (e.g. 2 sets: ({S11, S12}, {S21, S22}, {S31, S32}, …) the 2 round phase should be executed just repeatedly. Another issue for set intersection cardinality is the initiator can not contribute dataset and should begin by empty set for the identification as the inaugurator. This is not a big deal. The problem can be solved by establishing virtual node of the initiator with dataset. The set intersection cardinality calculation in those clusters other than first should not start before completion of all process related to previous cluster in order. They should receive the encrypted support vectors sent from the previous cluster to use in the set intersection computation after decryption. Every sensor node should apply his private key while going through the commutative one way hash function. The elliptic curve cryptography or the MAC for confidentiality or integrity is not needed here as the set intersection cardinality using one way hash function is proven secure and our desired criteria is privacy preserving.



energy consumption as well as computation and memory. Some studies claimed that ECC seemed to be a good candidate for the key distribution in wireless sensor network [9, 10], with smaller key size (160-bit). It’s low communication, low storage and flexibility causes promising performance to suit for WSN. Also security is enough high. After constructing the local SVM model in i-th cluster the support vectors are chosen to encrypt by public key encryption-decryption scheme in ECDH The encrypted support vectors are sent to next clusterhead ((i+1)-th) along with message authentication code (MAC) which is derived from the message using Mij=MAC(Kij, m) where Kij is shared secret between i and j; and m is the message sent. Receiving support vectors from the (i+1)-th clusterhead decrypts those to develop the local SVM model in there. Afterward the (i+1)-th clusterhead sends the support vectors by encrypting with the MAC. The process continues till last cluster. The last cluster conveys the final SVM model to base station.



4. Security Analysis Here the set intersection cardinality computation is used which is proven to be secure in [5]. Therefore, the proposed approach can be considered as secured in terms of privacy. However, this may be noticed that that the total number of ’1’ is revealed, which is a threat but not a big deal. Actually, here is a trade-off between security & efficiency. When a clusterhead receives the data and MAC, it will verify the authentication and drop the forge message. We employed ECDH not only for confidentiality but also for integrity thereby confirming reliable system. In addition, ECDH utilize pairwise keys for encryption-decryption and authentication to block the fabricated message as soon as possible. Retrieving the key of ECDH is a discrete logarithm problem. Nowadays 160 bit key (equivalent to RSA-1024) works well whereas 224 bit key (equivalent to RSA2048) is being recommended for near future. The proposed scheme cannot prevent the compromised attack.



3.4. Concealed Local SVM From the above secure set intersection cardinality calculation we get the dot product of every data pair. These dot products can be used to find out the local gram matrix (Gij = xi · xj) within a cluster. By following usual way described in sub section 2.1 the concealed local SVM can be built easily. If the process takes place successfully then we can say that the sample values collected/ sensed by sensor nodes are kept private as no body exactly sees the values as encrypted by some private keys.



3.5. Incremental Learning of SVM The main motivation for this method is that as the number of support vectors is remarkably small compared to total sample values and they represent a compressed set of estimated hyper plane of SVM model. Besides, a local SVM model can be securely computed by the procedure portrayed in above discussions. Therefore, if only the support vectors of a local SVM model are passed to the next clusterhead to form the SVM model there, must reduce a lot of



5. Energy Estimation The secure set intersection cardinality requires less computation O(K) than traditional dot product calculation O(K2). Hence saving computation and thereby energy. The number of support vectors is small (usually ~80) which causes reduced energy spending.
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Consider the arrangement of n sensors in a cubic lattice where each sensor is at distance d of a neighbor sensor. Now, separate the sensors in K clusters of (2k + 1) × (2k + 1) sensors each. Each sensor consumes EK(d) energy for transmitting its measurements to the clusterhead and each cluster consumes Esv(d) energy for the transmission of Ni support vectors to the next cluster head i+1. The total energy consumed for the centralized scheme (direct transmission to base station from all sensor nodes having no cluster) of a SVM is shown in equation 6. k −1 k − j



Ec (d ) = 8d 2 ∑∑ (i 2 + (k − i + 1) 2 ) + 2d 2 k ( k + 1)(2k + 1) j =1 i =1



- Energy ratio of transmission per bit and clock cycles required for execution on microcontroller. - Duty cycle (receive time/sleep time ratio) - Percentage of energy required for public key computation for the algorithm - Total number of mutual key handshakes in a day. Referring to [14], 1 bit transmission = 2090 clock cycle execution or 1 byte transmission = 16720 clock cycle execution. And 1 byte transmission takes 59.2 µJ and 1 byte receiving takes 28.6 µJ energy. The duty cycle is 0.1%. We ignore this factor due to minimum impact. Percentage of energy required for public key computation is 72%. A. Snoeren et al. [24] shows that ECDH needs around 34 bytes to transmit & receive for establishing the common key. Therefore, the energy for transmitting & receiving for ECC is 34 * (59.2+28.6 µJ ) = 2985.2 µJ A. Wander et al. [14] shows that this key establishment is 22% of the ECC process. Rest process (78%) involves hash function (SHA-1), random number generation, and public key computation. Thus, energy consumption for that rest process should be 10584 µJ . The total energy consumed in a cluster will be the value of α. Considering the values we get α = 2985.2 + 10584 µJ = 13569 µJ . From equation 4 we get Ep(d) = 1.661321 Joule, which is Ep(d) ~ 38 % improvement with respect to centralized scheme. Figure 3 shows the energy estimations for centralized, distributed SVM, concealed – distributed SVM strategies. For proposed approach two measurements of energy – computation only & total (communication + computation) consumption are shown. The distance among the sensor nodes has a big role as shown in figure 3. Specially, when the distance is low then the proposed approach is not a big deal. But for higher distance proposed approach saves large amount of energy.



(6)



Using the values, total number of sensors n = 225, constant k=7, the equation 6 comes Ec(d) = 6780d2 The total energy cost for distributed scheme (incremental SVM through clusters without privacy preserving or ensuring security ) is given in equation 7. Using typical values, total number of sensors n = 225, constant k=2, the average support vector value for N1, N2,… as 80, number of cluster K=9, the equation 7 comes Ed (d ) = (2k + 1)d 2 ( N1 + N 2 + ... + N k −1 ) + (6d 2 k (k + 1) k −1



+8d 2 ( ∑ j =1



k− j



k− j



i =1



i =1



∑ 2(k − i) + ∑ j(k − j))) K



(7)



Ed(d)=3740d2, equivalent to 1.496 Joule where d=20 meter, which is 45% improvement with respect to centralized approach. Equation 8 shows the total energy cost for communication in concealed – distributed (proposed) scheme. E p ( d ) = (2k + 1)d 2 ( N1 + N 2 + ... + N k −1 ) + (3d 2 ((2 k + 1)(2k + 1) − 1)) K



(8)



`Using typical values in the equation 8 comes Ep(d)=3848d2 , equivalent to 1.5392 Joule where d=20 meter, which is 43% improvement with respect to centralized scheme. This is obvious that the distributed scheme does not have any privacy or security aspects, so, it achieves maximum energy gain. So far we did not consider the computation cost in calculation of energy. Here in equation 9 is our proposed approach’s energy cost taking both computation & communication into account. E p (d ) = (2k + 1)d 2 ( N1 + N 2 + ... + N k −1 ) +(3d 2 ((2k + 1)(2k + 1) − 1)) K + α K



6. Conclusion and future work This scheme provides an energy efficient classification on the concealed data using privacy preserving data mining. It also offers high resilience against monitoring, tampering, which are common in sensor networks. The scheme is robust to the violated data from compromised nodes because it is based on the density distribution.



(9)



α in equation 9 depends on computations required within a cluster for the proposed approach. A. Wander et al. [14] show that for ECC α depends on several factors.
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Figure 3. Energy estimations for centralized, distributed SVM and concealed distributed (proposed) approaches.
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